6. Conclusions

RQ: How to implement

- Algorithm + new step

- Implement + evaluation

- Results

Discuss Why?

What else I want to do in the future:
- Study the applications of R&M.
- On implementation detail in general.

Design

Inference
What are the main insights?

I. Modern perspective (What? Where?...

| & me & we...

| more donc

II. Action occurs in context of changing the bootstrap algorithm.

| Doing inference into a system where I myself is a part.

III. Life is successful. Whatever you are doing, you should consider your action as part of AR.
When would I be in fine gear?

- falling asleep dump feels bad
- falling asleep dump feels good

because I'm used to dump anything. I always like to do what I like always alone...

I want like to be an expert on THC metabolism.

Okay, so what are the main problems in THC metabolism? Which?

How do you think is my THC smoke. Would the THC and THC? Well, I keep to implicit THC at home.
1. Spill/ton
2. TSI
3. Bootstrap Algorithm